Eco-Products®
LINE CARD

WorldView™ Containers
Molded fiber bases with clear lids

Regalia™
Large format trays, bowls, and lids

Cold Cups
Compostable or recycled content

Straws
Paper, PLA or PHA Wrapped or unwrapped

Cutlerease®
Compostable cutlery dispensing system

Vanguard®
No PFAS added molded fiber

Clear Containers
Compostable containers designed for grab and go

Molded Fiber Containers
Award-winning Folia™ and classic clamshells

WorldView™ Containers
Molded fiber bases with clear lids

Meat and Produce Trays
Molded fiber trays in traditional sizes

Bags and Liners
Compostable can liners and shopping bags

Cutlery
Compostable or recycled Wrapped or unwrapped

Plates and Bowls
Molded fiber dinnerware in a wide variety of sizes

For product details, scan to view full product catalog.